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About This Game

Top Torch is a competitive game for two players sharing a single keyboard. The controls are simple and can be learned within
seconds, but mastering the intricacies of flight will require much more practice.

Accompanied by a neon-lit, geometric art style and a lush, musical soundscape, Top Torch is centered around superbly
satisfying physics-based combat mechanics which contain tactical depth within their mechanical simplicity. It is the first public

release from indie developer Colin Hopkins.
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Get two competitive people in a room, and Top Torch is an absolute blast! Facing off on the same screen and keyboard as your
opponent leads to some truly exciting gameplay. Visually, Top Torch is stunning, and it comes with some great music to play to,
as well. Definitely worth the $2.99 price tag, Top Torch will provide hours of entertainment.. Get two competitive people in a
room, and Top Torch is an absolute blast! Facing off on the same screen and keyboard as your opponent leads to some truly
exciting gameplay. Visually, Top Torch is stunning, and it comes with some great music to play to, as well. Definitely worth the
$2.99 price tag, Top Torch will provide hours of entertainment.
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